
Protecting  
and Securing  
your Business



Our Security Services

Protecting your applications, data, networks  
and user devices is crucial. Novi security solutions 
go beyond the perimeter. Providing end to end 
protection and essential reporting tools to keep 
you informed.

Firewall Protection

Novi partner with leading security vendor Fortinet 
to implement Next Generation Firewalls (NGFW). 
Solutions range from single firewall devices for 
protected internet access, to more complex fail over 
and redundant configurations depending on your 
requirements.  Fortinet’s Unified Threat Management 
(UTM) firewalls continuously monitor traffic in and 
out of your network to identify and block potential 
security threats.

Security Audit

Regularly auditing infrastructure and IT systems 
can help identify potential vulnerabilities that may 
otherwise go unnoticed. Compromised systems  
can expose business data and leave your business  
at risk without your knowledge.  

Our security experts will review your structure and 
compare it to industry best practices, providing 
recommendations for improvement.

Encryption

Digital technologies and mobile devices increase 
productivity but businesses need to be vigilant  
as users access data from their devices, regardless 
of policy.  We can help implement an encryption 
solution to match organisational workflow and 
processes, without slowing down productivity.

Anti-virus and Endpoint Protection

Encryption solutions help protect data across  
all platforms. It is important to provide multiple 
layers of security to protect the integrity of  
your environment. 

Protection begins with the end point. You must 
protect and secure all end user devices including 
PCs, laptops and mobile devices across all  
platforms to prevent malware access. 

Advanced Threat Protection

Novi partner with leading security vendor  
Fortinet, who have developed the Fortisandbox 
appliance for Advanced Threat Protection (ATP).  
Sandboxing protects against threats designed  
to bypass traditional security defences. It is 
affordable, simple and flexible and it delivers  
highly effective protection against advanced 
persistent threats.

Two Factor Authentication

Two factor authentication helps prevent 
unauthorised access by providing a vital layer 
of security that goes beyond user-names and 
passwords. Two factor authentication can be  
enabled as a feature on compatible internet 
firewalls, as a server solution or as a cloud  
service depending on the requirements.

Call us on +353 (0) 1 621 8633 or visit us online at novi.ie/security to find out


